
Current state of trade operations Creating value

Trade analytics
• Uncover areas for cost saving
• Create visibility into your supply chain and map trade flows
• Identify and address risks

The time to act is now
Companies need a trade strategy that transforms their 
trade operations from current state into one delivering 
sustainable value creation. We have years of proven 
success helping businesses to gain control of their 
trade operations through a collaborative and scalable 
approach. Based on our experience, this journey works 
well starting with the following three areas:

Every organization is focused on reducing costs and 
preserving cash while at the same time maintaining 
compliance. A well-developed trade strategy can uncover 
hidden costs and drive significant value.

The trade function is struggling to keep up. The fluid regulatory 
environment, volume of transactional processing and 
increasing trade risks are overwhelming the team’s ability to 
focus on what matters most.

Trade 
strategy

Trade strategy assessment
• Review and recommend organization structure
• Identify and establish function priorities
• Identify process gaps and prioritize a plan to address

Technology and managed services
• Assess technology capabilities/gaps
• Evaluate opportunity to refocus key resources on

strategic vs. tactical
• Identify areas appropriate for co-sourcing/outsourcing

Trade is in a state of crisis

Trade touches almost every part of the global economy and its influence is felt across most major business functions. Recent years have brought unprecedented levels of uncertainty and volatility 
to the function, often bringing increased costs and risk – virtually overnight. Global trade is too large, too complex, and in today’s environment, too costly to be left to chance. Now is the time to 
act. Businesses need to take control of their trade operations today so they can enhance operations tomorrow. In the current environment, it is more important than ever for the trade function to 
elevate their focus to strategic imperatives that create value while at the same time streamlining transactional daily operations.

Trade disputes, tariffs and the disruptive regulatory environment, 
further exacerbated by COVID-19, has elevated trade and supply 
chain issues to the Boardroom.

Trade costs and tariffs are skyrocketing. These costs are material 
but since they are “hidden” above the line, most companies are not 
aware of how much they are incurring.

Pressure on headcount reductions at a time when trade costs and 
risks are at an all-time high are driving the need for a scalable and 
variable cost resource model.

EY Global Trade
Helping businesses gain control of 
their trade operations

Lack of visibility into overall costs 
and impacted areas

On average, 10%–20% reduction in duties 
and cross-border fees

Limited and misaligned resources to manage 
increased uncertainty, risk and costs

Between 20%–30% reduction on cost to serve 
while improving compliance

Complex operations delivered by decentralized functional 
resources consumed in transactional processing

Focus on strategic priorities by strealiming how 
tactical activities are performed
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EY Global Trade team EY Trade Connect

Your EY team
Learn more about EY 
Global Trade services
or request a demo of 
our trade technology, 

EY Trade Connect.

Technology enabled services
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From strategic advisory to managed services and everything in between — we have got you covered!
EY global trade teams have deep technical knowledge and experience, supported by market-leading technology, EY Trade Connect, and a broad suite of service offerings. As your trusted 
trade advisor, we seamlessly connect strategic thinking to your on-the-ground global trade operations. Quite simply, we operate as an extension of your trade function, helping you to reduce 
costs, improve compliance, manage risks and achieve the strategic objectives of your business.

Providing the full spectrum of trade advisory services that cover all 
of your needs:

• Technical customs advice

• Trade automation

• Export services

• Controversy

Proven trade management software platform, through acquiring GTKonnect, used in the 
market by some of the largest importers for more than 20 years. Automated Broker Interface 
(ABI) software approved by and directly interfacing with US Customs and Border Protection. 
Modular design allows for complete scalability only using what you need.

EY teams of over 1,100 global trade professionals provide unparalleled technical 
experience in every location where you need it. 

Global Delivery Service Global Trade team
Team of more than 300 GDS professionals experienced in global trade matters. 
This team is strategically located across time zones, in Bangalore, Buenos Aires and 
Manilla, providing 24/7 coverage.

Americas
Over 250 people in 
25 countries

EMEIA
Over 400 people in 
90+ countries

Asia-Pacific/Japan
160 people in more than 
20 countries

Trade content
• Export control classification

number (ECCN) and license
data

• Global Harmonized tariff
schedule (HTS) — 100+
countries

• Global compliance rules

• Denied party lists

• Rulings and AD case
numbers

• Global partner government
agencies (PGAs)

• Free trade agreement (FTA)
rules

Trade analytics
• Reports and analytics for

continuous visibility to
program performance

• Ability to use trade data for
prospective planning

Trade compliance modules
• Global classification

management

• Country-of-origin

• FTAs

• Customs-Trade Partnership
Against Terrorism (CTPAT)/
authorized economic operator
(AEO)

• Restricted party screening
(RPS)

• ECCN

• Pre- and Post-declaration data
review

Trade master data
• Product master

• Third-parties information

Trade transaction modules

• Imports management

• Foreign trade zone (FTZ)
management

• Exports management

• Bonded warehouse

EY technology supported managed services provide the agility and 
flexibility to stay ahead of change and gain control of the trade 
function. EY technical experience, global reach and advanced 
technology platform, EY Trade Connect helps you reduce costs, 
improve compliance, manage risks and focus your key resources on 
the strategic drivers of your business.

EY  |  Assurance | Tax | Strategy and Transactions | Consulting

About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, strategy, transaction and consulting services. The insights and 
quality services we deliver help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies 
the world over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our 
stakeholders. In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working world for our people, for 
our clients and for our communities.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member firms of Ernst 
& Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a 
UK company limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients. Information about how EY 
collects and uses personal data and a description of the rights individuals have under data protection 
legislation are available via ey.com/privacy. For more information about our organization, please visit 
ey.com. 
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This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only 
and is not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax, legal or other 
professional advice. Please refer to your advisors for specific advice.
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